
 
  

 
 
         By working hand in hand with the Clemenvilla agency, as a Guest chose to 
create 7 off-the-wall commercials, directly inspired by Wes Anderson’s universe. 
 
For the launch of the as a Guest campaign, Clemenvilla set itself a simple goal: getting 
out of the old way of communicating for the hotel industry and do something new. “It 
was obvious for us that we needed to use a funny 360° communication with a smart 
artistic direction” Tatiana Bernard-Mettil, creative director at the Clemenvilla agency, 
explains. 
 
The 7 commercials (directed by Vincent Rodella, represented by Birth) are at the core 
of a hyper targeted 360 strategy (mainly digital) and will also be released in cinemas. 
They all explain the offer in detail, building at the same time, the brand identity.  
 
The Clemenvilla agency wanted to create commercials that could be used on all devices. 
The guideline? A shot of humor combined with a feeling of proximity to ease the intuitive 
appropriation of the brand. In terms of storyline, we discover a dandy-butler 
accompanied by a clumsy lobby boy who are facing many ridiculous and dreamy 
situations in a very theatrical way, efficiently introducing the brand and its universe.  
 
With these commercials, it’s clear that as a Guest wants to humanize itself, to be 
available, and to show its values. The “made in France” aspect of the brand is a 
cornerstone in all of the 7 commercials: references to the French culture and an elegant 
artistic direction, everything is here in order to crystallize the brand’s spirit. The French 
hotel sense of service displayed proudly by as a Guest is embodied by a cast and a 
voice-over that are both playful and reassuring.  
 
All of it creates a colored and atypical universe located halfway between comedy and 
high-end aesthetic, a very good way to stay true to the brand positioning.  
 
 
 

 
About as a Guest 

 
as a Guest more than a room offers high-end nights for a unique price all-year round, 

89€ to access a carefully handpicked selection of 3 to 5 stars hotels in France, 
including a wide range of local and national services. 

 
For more information, check out: www.asaguest.com  

 
 

asaguest.com, the first website offering touristic private sales for a single price. 
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